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Stacy Dragila
by Sieg Lindstrom

There are great athletes who seemingly find their technique, master it and
then consistently reproduce it over a decade or more to reap records and medals.
Edwin Moses comes to mind; Carl Lewis, Michael Johnson.
Other champions reach crossroads where they decide they must shrug off
caution and take a calculated but necessary gamble in order to grab the brass
ring—the gold medal, the World Record—and reach their potential. That is
where Stacy Dragila—the women’s pole vault’s first world indoor champion,
first outdoor champion, first Olympic champion—found herself this spring.
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emotion—to move in among the cacti and make a
coaching switch.
“After you leave a coach like that, after you’ve had
great success, it’s hard. I mean I feel like I divorced
someone,” says Dragila, who still values Nielsen’s
support and friendship.
With young Russians Svetlana Feofanova and
Yelena Isinbayeva having taken Dragila’s World
Records indoors and out this year, and global championships ahead in Paris and Athens, T&FN caught
up with the 32-year-old vault grande dame in London
to get the scoop on her plans to fight back.
The key, Dragila says, will be a major change in
her takeoff mechanics:
T&FN: What is it you’re trying to change in
your technique?
Dragila: Dave and I have always known that
we wanted to get my step out more. Traditionally I take off under, and I think maybe I learned
that because Dave vaulted that way in the ’70s.
Early on and even last year, Dave would still
jump with me a little bit, and I’m a very visual
person. So I would watch him and to me that
didn’t seem bad, but I created a pretty bad habit
that’s obviously going to hinder me gripping
higher on the pole and creating the space I think
I need to jump those higher heights.
Dave and I have addressed a couple of these
things in the fall for years but then we’ve gotten
away from them during the season.
T&FN: How about a little Vault Takeoff 101 for
the tech-challenged observer. When you say you want
to get your step “out more,” do you mean you want
to take off earlier?
Dragila: No, it’s my step at takeoff. A long
jumper wants to take up every inch of the board
they possibly can. Well, a pole vaulter at the elite
level—all the women that I watched at indoor
Worlds—were taking off at 12-feet [from the
back of the box] and a little bit outside of 12-feet.
I tend to take off at 10-6, 10-feet. That’s pretty
bad. So my angle and position at takeoff don’t
enable me to really jump off the ground and be
really tall at takeoff. That’s going to really hurt
me gripping higher on poles and getting the
pole to vertical a little bit sooner.
So Greg says let’s try to take this little steps
by little steps; let’s try to get your foot out to
11-feet this year and feel comfortable with that.
At first it was really hard for me because the
angle at takeoff and the pressure that I feel on
the pole is that much different, and the timing is
a little bit different, that I didn’t want to commit
to it at times.
So it’s the whole thing. You can’t just change
one thing and everything else is going to fall into
place. Pole vault is such a timing event and a
matter of sequence that if you don’t feel that the
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first sequence of your pattern is right, it’s going to be
hard for you to finish off the complete jump.
T&FN: Have you had any jumps where it feels right yet?
Dragila: Yeah. I’m consistent at jumping at 11-feet
now. Greg’s really pleased with that. He says, “You’re
consistent at hitting your marks; you’re consistent at
taking off at 11.”
Now it’s a matter of creating the space at takeoff
with my hands. That’s another project we’re working
on. I tend to let the pole come into me at takeoff, where
if you watch the men take off, the pole is out in front
of them, their arms are stretched up and out in front of
them. So they have all this potential to swing, much like
a gymnast would on a high bar.
T&FN: Is this a work in progress? You seem a bit stuck
around 15-feet this summer.
Dragila: I told Greg, “If I’m coming down here I want
to stick to this plan, even though it might make me go
down in the tank for a while.”
T&FN: Which it has?
Dragila: Yeah, and I still kind of feel like I’m there,
but then there are times I have great practices and I feel
like I’m on the road. So it’s been a hit-and-miss year, but
I’m trying to keep my chin up and in a positive frame
of mind. I think it’s hard as an athlete to achieve what
you’ve achieved and then feel like you don’t know what
the heck you’re doing anymore.
T&FN: Who do you watch on video to see how it should
be done?
Dragila: I think everybody watches a lot of Sergey
[Bubka]. Sergey was a danged perfectionist. I don’t
really watch the women. I think we’re all still learning
so much. I think the guys would say that too. I think
that’s why we all do what we do: we’re still trying to
perfect what we’re doing and what we think we can do.
But I think our best technician is Sergey and probably
Maksim Tarasov from Russia.
T&FN: Am I off the mark to say that Feofanova looks
more like Bubka than you do at takeoff, but you look more
like Bubka in the air than she does? You fly off the pole at a
much more vertical angle than she does.
Dragila: Exactly. I want to get that feeling at takeoff
that they have, but I don’t want to compromise what I
do in the air, and that’s so hard to do.
That’s my asset. I know where I’m at in the air and
I know where I want to be on the pole, but if I’m taking off where Greg wants me to take off, I feel like I’m
not getting into the pit at all. And it scares me because
pole vault is a dangerous event, and if you don’t take
off right, there’s potential to get hurt.
But if I want to jump 16-feet and beyond, I need
to create a little bit more space. [Not doing so] would
ultimately hinder me from gripping a little bit higher on
some longer poles which I need to be on to jump 16-feet.
T&FN: I’m trying to envision all the geometry here.
Dragila: I’m holding low for an elite vaulter. I’m
holding at 13-8 to 13-11 on a 14-foot pole. If you drop
the pole into the box, that’s 8 inches difference—minus 8
inches. We call it “effective grip height,” so now maybe
I’m only holding at 13-1 to 13-2.
Well, it’s going to be pretty danged hard for me to
be holding that low and trying to jump 16-feet—3-feet
over my grip height. The only person who was very
effective doing that was Sergey Bubka. He was always
2, maybe 21/2, sometimes 3-feet, over his grip.
That’s asking a lot for a female vaulter to match
that kind of thing on small poles when I’m not creating
the same kind of energy that he is on the runway and
into the pole. Pole vaulting is such a technical event; I
mean sometimes I feel like I don’t even know what I’m
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talking about.
T&FN: Are you jumping on longer poles now?
Dragila: I’m on my smaller poles. I haven’t
been on my 14-7 poles this year at all. I’ve
been on fairly small poles that I was on early
in my career, jumping my 13-9 jumps on. I’m
just trying to feel comfortable about getting
the step out.
Greg says once I get my step out and I’m
comfortable with where my step is, I can gradually, two fingers at a time, move my grip up,
and that’s ultimately going to get me on stiffer
poles and eventually on my longer poles.
T&FN: How are your speed and strength levels?
Dragila: My speed going into the Nationals
I think was my problem. I think that I probably
should have jumped a lot higher. Being over
to Europe before Nationals, I just had all this
speed, and I don’t think Greg had seen me that
way. He was clocking me and he was like, “You
are haulin’ butt.” But then because I’m going
so fast, thinking that I have to run this fast, I
can’t see takeoff.
It’s not that my eyes are bad. It’s visualizing.
I can’t slow things down to see, to go, “OK,
I’ve got to plant now, this is where I need to
look.” I don’t feel all the things I need to go
through; everything’s happening so fast that
it’s just, Bam! I’m done. Whoa!
A couple of weeks ago we just had this
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most two weeks in Germany and I’ll have three
or four more sessions there. Things might just
start clicking, I don’t know. I hope that they
Dragila’s website: www.stacydragila.com
do, but if they don’t, I told Greg, “This might
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